A new methodology for the evaluation of the accuracy
of digital implant impression for edentulous jaw
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Objective: The aim of the present study was to introduce a new method to evaluate the accuracy of digital impression for full-arch implant-supported fixed dental prosthesis.
Material and Methods : A virtual model of a mandibular edentulous with six scan-abutment positioned vertically at different height was designed by a CAD software and subsequently manufactured in zirconia by a CNC machine tool (master model). The master model was measured with a

coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The coordinates of the probed points were transferred into a 3D CAD software (Rhinoceros 5.0 Beta) and analysed with a task specific evaluation protocol to estimate the position and orientation of each scan-abutment. The measuring system is capable
of a maximum permissible error (E, in micron) that is 10 times lower than both the performance of scanners commonly used in framework digital manufacturing and the expected position errors of the scan-abutment surfaces: E1(z) = 2.5 + 5L/1,000 μm, E2(xy) = 1.8 + 5L/1,000 μm, E3(xyz) = 2.8
+ 5L/1,000 μm (with L, in millimeters, equal to the measured distance, according to International Organization for Standardization norm 10360). The master model was directly digitized using five different intraoral scanner (n=15 for group) (Scan A, Scan B, Scan C, Scan D, Scan E).The STL file of
the digital impression was sent to Geomagic Studio Software to clean the mesh from portions not related to the research and after the STL file was sent to the 3D CAD geometric modelling software (Rhinoceros 5.0 Beta). The software application called “Scan-abut” was realized as a plug-in for
Rhinoceros 5.0. Scan-abut selects automatically the major surfaces of the scan-abutment (cylindrical and plan area) using curvature analysis. To evaluate the positional accuracy of each impression, the estimated reference points of the master model were aligned, using a least-square best
fitting algorithm, to the corresponding scan-abutment positions on the mesh; the algorithm “optimizes” the position and orientation of the impression while considering the 3D distances between each scan-abutment on the mesh and the relative scan-abutment on master model. Threedimensional distances between reference points of digital impression and reference points of master model along the x-, y-, and z- axes were calculated at each position for all impression. The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test (one-tailed) was used to compare groups. The level of stat
.significance was set as α = 0.05 and with a statistical power of 80%.
Essential Results:
Statistical significant differences were found between groups. The mean 3D deviation value respect the master model (trueness) was 31.5 µm ( SD 8.9 µm) for Scan A, 31.7 µm ( SD 5.1 µm) for Scan B, 71.3 µm( SD 55.0 µm) for Scan C, 365.5 µm( SD 143.5 µm) for Scan D and 107.5 µm( SD 28.1
µm) mm for Scan E. There was no statistically significant difference between Scan A and Scan B (p-value = 0.47), but a significant difference was assessed between all the groups.

Conclusions:
Based on the results of this in vitro study, the Scan A and the Scan B demonstrated the highest accuracy. Three intraoral scanner device did not achieve the necessary level of accuracy to be used for full-arch implant-supported fixed dental prosthesis.

Introduction

The passive fit is a primary factor for long term clinical success and survival of an implant-supported fixed
dental prosthesis (FDP). However, the insufficient accuracy during the impression-making technique and/or
manual steps during prosthesis fabrication may lead to misfit of the prosthesis and subsequent to
technical, mechanical, and biological complication such as occlusal discrepancies screw or abutment
loosening, fracture of the prosthetic components, implant fractures, and loss of osseointegration . The
precise transfer of the three-dimensional (3D) intraoral implant relationship to the master cast is a critical
step to achieve a passive fit . Today, conventional impression with different techniques and materials
represent a commonly used procedure in general dental practice, but with the development of the
intraoral digital impression many traditional prosthetic procedures have been eliminated. However, in
literature, regarding the digital intraoral impression for full-arch there are a contradictory result. Some
authors concluded that the intraoral digital impression for full-arch showed similar accuracy to of the
conventional impression . Instead, another research showed that the digital impression were less accurate
respect the traditional impression. Nevertheless, the contradictory results can be explained by
the different methods of analysis of the accuracy for intraoral digital impression.

1) Master Model…

Material

Method

Conclusion

Ender et al 2011

Master model/ reference scanning

The scan data were superimposed using special diagnosis
software which uses best-fit algorithms to match two surfaces.

The accuracy of the digital impression is similar to
that of the conventional impression

Ender et al 2013/2015/2016

Master model/ reference scanner 5
times

The Reference model was scanned with reference scanner 5
times in the same x-y-z direction.

The digital impression is less accurate and shows a
different pattern of deviation than the conventional
impression.

Güth et al 2013

Industrial computed tomography
/calibrated reference objects

The datasets were superimposed by a best fit algorithm with the
reference dataset gained from industrial computed
tomography(CT), and divergences were analysed

the digital impression showed statistically
significantly higher accuracy compared to the
conventional procedure.

Gimènez et al 2014/2015/2015/2015

3-D coordinated measuring
machine(CMM)/ master model

Measurements involved five distances (27-25, 27-22, 27-12, 2715, 27-17). The data obtained were subtracted from those of the
CMM values.

The scanned distance affected the predictability of
the accuracy of the scanner, and the error increased
with the increased length of the scanned section .

Papaspyridakos et al 2016

Master casts and conventional
impression casts/ extra-oral highresolution scanner.

The STL datasets from the five groups of digital and conventional
impressions were superimposed with the STL dataset from the
master cast to assess the 3D deviations .

The accuracy of digital impressions was not different
than the implant-level,
splinted impressions for full-arch

Güth et al 2016

Master model in which a metal bar
was inserted to connect the 37 and
47/ coordinate measuring machine.

The model was directly digitized using an intraoral scanner and
indirectly digitized after impression. Data were analysed using
software to determine the aberration of the bar length, the
linear shift and the angle deviation caused by the method.

This in vitro study shows that intraoral scanning
systems seem to show the same or even higher
accuracy than the conventional impression with
subsequent indirect digitalization.

A virtual model of a mandibular
edentulous with six scan-abutment
positioned vertically at different height
was designed by mean of a computer
aided design (CAD) software (Dassault
Systemes SolidWorks Corporation,
Waltham, MA, USA).

The virtual model was
manufactured in zirconia by a
CNC machine tool (Dyamach
Italia s.r.l., Mussolente VI, Italy)
to serve as a clinically relevant
simulation model.
Soft tissue was simulated using silicone
(Vestogum, 3 M ESPE, St Paul,MN, USA)
Acquisition of scan-abutment position on the reference system

A reference system on the master cast was defined

2) Calibration…

Lower plane of the
master model was
measured with 12
points and it was
defined as the XY
plane.

The master cast
was measured with
a coordinate
measuring machine
(SmartScope Flash
CNC300)

3) Mesh Processing…

4) Construction of
Geometric elements
on mesh…

The external
circumference was
scanned with 8 points
and the center was
defined as origin of
the reference system.

Construction of a fitting
plane through mesh points

Acquisition of 4
circular sections
(260 points)
perpendicular to
the axis of the
scan-abutment

Measurement
of 9 points on
the upper plane
of the scanabutment

The software application called “Scan-abut” was
realized as a plug-in for Rhinoceros. The software
"scan-abut" selects automatically the surfaces of
the scan-abutment (cylindrical area and plan area)

All the digital impression was sent to Geomagic Studio
Software to clean the mesh from portions not related
to the research and after the mesh was sent to the 3D
CAD geometric modelling software (Rhinoceros 5.0)

5) Analysis…

Tecnology

Digital vs Traditional
impression for full-arch

Intersection of the axis of the cylinder with
the upper plane to define a reference
point for each scan-abutment.

Construction of a fitting cylinder of
fitting through mesh points

The least-square best fitting algorithm “optimizes” the position and orientation of
the impression while considering the 3D distances between each scan-abutment
and the relative scan-abutment on the master model.
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Active wavefront
sampling (3D video
technology)
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and confocal
microscopy

Confocal
microscopy
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moiré detection
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and single image
capture
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146,70

Results

P= previus version of scanning system / ** = mean of precision
*= showed local deviations at one end of the dental arch of up to 100 μm / Bold type : CMM measurements
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Max [µm]

47,30

Confocal optical
imaging technology
and ultrafast optical
sectioning
40,93

Min [µm]

18,13

22,65

30,20

117,26

39,86

Mean [µm]

31,54

31,78
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365,56

107,20
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Opacification

yes
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Output
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.Csz and Stl free

ScanE
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